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The Great Regret. 

Amnesty Calling: The Great Regret Has Started 

As our leaders’ propaganda finally falls apart under the avalanche of evidence of harm, establishment 
commentators are testing the waters of our restraint with the beginning of a mainstream media pivot. 
  
There are suggestions that we kiss and make-up; that both sides made mistakes and we should just 
move on; and even that both pro-vaxxers and conscientious objectors were hamstrung by the real 
‘hard-core anti-vax nutters’. 
 
After all, everyone knows they are far-right, racist, misogynist, rabbit-holer domestic terrorists who 
just clambered on the Pfizerphobia bandwagon to have a crack at “Dear Leader” on the way to get 
their benefit cheques, right? 
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But have any of the woke ‘journalists’  and pompous arbiters of the public good (funded directly by 
the Prime Ministers’ office making them all fatally conflicted), actually read our own home-grown self-
aware critical thinkers, like Dr Guy Hatchard, Dr Emanuel Garcia, economist John Gibson and academ-
ic researcher Jodie Bruning? Or have they dismissed them just because they don't follow the narra-
tive? 
 
New Zealand Doctors Speaking Out with Science  (NZDSOS) supposes not, paid as they are, to only 
play fetch with their owner-operator, the “One Source of Truth”. 
 
Those people who are awake to the evils of the Covid narrative have started to write reflective, rea-
soned responses to this appeal from the “oopsy-daisy - please forget we thought that we hoped you 
would suffer horribly and die, and said so to your face"  group.  
 
They all make a common cause on a number of points, illustrated well in an article written by Dr Joe 
Mercola, where one person states “People lose their friends, family, and freedoms. Much of the harm 
done was cultural, emotional, and social. No amount of money can replace the ability to grieve in per-
son at your loved one’s funeral.” 
 
In short, he explains the harm has been immeasurable, the perpetrators have neither apologised nor 
explained, and so might do it all over again.  
 
Brown University economist Emily Oster simply requested; “We need to forgive one another for what 
we did and said when we were in the dark about COVID.”  This does not sound like an apology or even 
a reflection on actions to NZDSOS. Rather it sounds like a desperate attempt to get r those harmed to 
look away. 
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A spokesperson for NZDSOS requested “rather than asking for forgiveness, perhaps they could apolo-
gise for the things that were said and done and agree to an adult discussion on our points of differ-
ence. Being labelled a grandmother killer and then losing one’s livelihood for simply wanting to make 
a choice of bodily autonomy, or asking reasonable questions is not something that can be easily for-
gotten or simply swept away without acknowledgement. 
 
"The lies which have been exposed are met with deafening silence from the mainstream media. 
COVID jabs were never tested for or proven to stop transmission, the fatality rate of COVID was around 
0.005% for most, the jabs were not 95% effective but actually increased the risk of getting COVID and 
‘safe and effective’ turned into ‘sudden and unexpected death’. 
 
“We are simply saying we recognised the evidence and based our medical treatment on multiple 
peer-reviewed studies, not on a ‘single source of truth' ". 
 
Dr Mercola puts it plainly… “you weren’t allowed to say goodbye to your loved ones or attend their 
funerals, but the chosen ones dined at extravagant restaurants and allowed liquor stores and Wal-
Mart to stay open. Your small business was destroyed, while Amazon made billions. 
 
“These murderous hypocrites killed thousands of seniors by knowingly putting infected patients into 
old age homes. They killed thousands more by putting treatable patients on ventilators and Fauci’s 
Remdesivir, and additional thousands were killed by not allowing safe and effective treatments like 
ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine to be prescribed by doctors. 
 
“We were scorned, ridiculed, ostracised, censored, fired, de-platformed and wished dead by the au-
thoritarian-minded sheep who demanded compliance, and treated like outcasts by family members 
who believed the narrative hook, line and sinker. 
 
“They pushed their agenda too far and too fast out of desperation, as the financial underpinnings of 
their fake world order began to strain and crumble. This desperation exposed their blatant lies to a 
vast array of critical thinkers across the world who have not been deterred in exposing the falsehoods 
on social media, blogs and free-speech websites”. 
  

While we cannot accept a kiss-and-forget amnesty, NZDSOS remains open to and invites urgent dis-
cussion with the government and regulators to stem the tide of tragedy and harms unfolding. 
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